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INTRODUCTION 
We consider in this paper only varieties of associative rings. The 
collection L of all these varieties forms a lattice under the set inclusion 
relation. An atom of this lattice is called an equationally complete variety. 
A variety V is an atom of L if and only if it is either generated by a 
finite field Fp of p elements or zero ring 2, of p elements for some prime p 
[5]. A variety is precomplete if it contains a unique atom of L. Several 
characterisations of the precomplete varieties is known [4]. 
In this paper a complete description of the lattice of precomplete 
varieties corresponding to pp is given (Theorem 2) and the atoms of the 
lattice of precomplete varieties corresponding to 2, is described (Cor. 3). 
5 1. A precomplete variety must either contain P, or 2, for some 
prime p. In the former case it is denoted as B”, precomplete and in the 
latter as 2, precomplete. Let I$ and Zp respectively denote the collection 
of all F, precomplete varieties and 2, precomplete varieties. 
LEMMA 1. &, and Zp are sublattices of L. 
PROOF. Since a subvariety of a precomplete variety is precomplete, 
g.1.b. offers no problem. Let V and W be in&. Denote 1.u.b. by V + W. 
Since both V and W are generated by finite number of finite fields of 
characteristic p [a], V + W is also so generated. Hence V + W ~33~ [4]. 
Suppose V, W E Zp. Let V satisfy j#x= 0 and xb= 0 and W satisfy 
xd= 0 and ~CX = 0 [4]. Then V + W must satisfy pmx = 0 and xn = 0 where 
m= max (a, c) and n = max (b, d). So V + W E Z&. Hence the lemma. 
For any two varieties V and W in L, let V t W denote the extension 
product, i.e. V * W denote the collection of all rings A such that an 
ideal I of A is in V and A/1 in W. It is easy to prove the following. 
THEOREM 1. For any two varieties V and W in L, V * W is in L. 
LEMMA 2. Let A be any simple ring. Let V and W be in L. Then 
A E V * W implies either A E V or A E W. 
PROOF. Trivial. 
LEMMA 3. Let V and W be in I$,, then V * W= V+ W. 
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PROOF. J’ and W are contained in l’ * W, hence v+ W C V * W. 
No 2, can belong to V * W for any prime q by lemma 2. For the same 
reason no P, (q prime) qfp can belong to v * W. Therefore v * WE lEp. 
So it is generated by a finite number of finite fields of characteristic p 
and each of these fields by lemma 2 either belong to I’ or W. Hence 
the lemma. 
3 2. Let A be a ring, then v (A) denote the variety generated by A. 
IE,, is countable, since every pp precomplete variety is generated by finite 
number of finite fields of characteristic p [4]. Associate to each V a finite 
subset Iv of the set N of natural numbers, such that n E Iv if and only if 
the field Fpn E VT. Consider the set N as semigroup with g.c.d. as the 
binary relation. 
DEFINITION. A subset I of N is an ideal of N if If + and whenever 
a E I every divisor of a is in I. 
The following theorem completely characterises IE,. 
THEOREM 2. The association V -+ Iv is a lattice isomorphism between 
E, and the lattice lenr of all finite ideals of N. 
PRooF. Clearly V -+ Iv is one-to-one. To show ontoness, take any 
finite ideal I= {ni, ---------- nk} of N. Let I’ be the Variety generated 
by fields Fpm,, Fe%, ---------- Fpnk. 
Writing Fi instead of FDmi. We have, 
V=v(F~)+v(F~)+ ---------- +v(Fh) 
= (v(Fl) + ---------- +v(FM)) * v(Fk) 
Suppose the field Fpm E 7. By lemma 2, F, belongs to 
,@‘I) + ---------- +v(Fk-1) or v(Fk). 
By induction Fp, E v(Ff) for some i. Therefore n divides nt. So n E I. 
That is I =Iv. Clearly V + Iv preserves order structure. So V -+ IV is 
a lattice isomorphism. 
COROLLARY 1. E, and P, are lattice isomorphic for any two primes 
p and q. 
COROLLARY 2. P, is a distributive lattice. 
Q 3. Every 2, precomplete variety V is generated by the finite nil- 
potent rings in it and satisfies pmx = 0 and xn = 0 for some natural numbers 
m and n [4]. By imposing further identities one could get the subvarieties 
of V. For instance one could impose additional identities like xy =yx 
and 1 or xyz = 0. This gives a method of getting at the atoms of Zp. 
10 Indagationes 
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THEOREM 3. Let V be a 2, precomplete variety. Let W be the variety 
defined by psx= 0; pxy= 0 and xyx = 0. Then V = v(Zp) if and only if 
v n W=w(Zp). 
PROOF. ‘Only if’ part is trivial. Conversely, let V n W=v(Z,). Let 
A E V be any nilpotent ring. We certainly have 
So that 
A/(pzA +pA2+ AZ) E V n W = w(Zp). 
Thus 
pA+AZ Cp2A+pA2+A3. 
Continuing this way, since some pmA = (0), 
we get pA _C As. Similarly 
A2 CpzA+pA2+A3. 
_C p2A +p(p2A +pA2 + As) + A(p2A +pA2+ A3) 
C p2A +pA3 + A4. 
Since some A” = (0) by continuing this process we get A2 C p2A. Now 
pA C A3 CpzA2 CpJA. Thus finally pA CpmA = (0). From A2 C p2A, it 
follows A2= (0). Hence A E ~(2,). Since ~(2,) is defined by the identities 
px = 0 and xy = 0, and V is generated by finite nilpotent rings V C ~(2,). 
Hence V = ~(2,). 
THEOREM 4. Let W be the variety {pzx=O; pxy=O; xyz=O}. The 
lattices of subvarieties of W is given below. 
case 1: p +2 
w 
{p*x.O;pxY=O;xy=yx;xy~=o~ 
Ip~x=O;x~=0;pxy=O;xy~=o~ 
I 
/ipx=o;xYz=ol 
~px=0;xy=yx;xy2=01 
/ 
/ 
/ 
~px=o;x*=o;xyz=o~’ v(zp) 
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Case 2: p = 2 
PROOF. Note that any subvariety of W must satisfy further identities 
from the following collection. 
(1) ax+bx2=0 (O<a<p2-1) (O<b<p-1) 
(2) cxy+dyx=O (O<c, d<p-1). 
Now it is straight forward to prove the theorem. 
COROLLARY 3. The atoms in ZP are those found to be sitting just 
above ~(2,) in the above theorem. 
PROOF. Let I’ be any atom of ZP. By the theorem 3 V n W is also 
an atom. Thus V C W. 
COROLLARY 4. The lattice 55s is not distributive. 
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